PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT FOR COLLABORATED ACTIVITIES UNDER SDG 2030

Between:

UNITY of NATIONS ACTION for CLIMATE CHANGE COUNCIL (UNAecc), a Non-profit international organization affiliated to NITI Aayog (DARPAN) and registered under Companies Act 2013, (ROC – Govt of India) Gujarat, PIN-390012, India.

AND

XergY Business Excellence Pvt Ltd, a Private Limited Company, registered in Karnataka, India registration no U74999KA2017PTC104280 and whose office is located at #633, 68th Cross, 1st Stage, Kumaraswamy Layout, J P Nagar, Bangalore, Bangalore, Karnataka, India, 560078

Partnership Parameters

1. UNAecc and XERY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED share common goals and objectives with regards to the society upliftment, cleanliness and sanitization, human rights, Environmental protection, conservation and revival of depleting resources, protection, enhancement and support of nature/ living beings and the resources, contributing to the fight against climate change and preservation of biodiversity worldwide, and wish to collaborate to further these common goals and objectives of SDG within their respective mandates and governing rules and regulations.

2. Both the above-mentioned parties hereby agree that:

(a) UNAecc will provide XERY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED with their logo (the “UNAecc Logo”) that Partner will distribute along with each of their activities connected with SDG Goals for promotion, discussions, online and offline forums and also for release of certificates/ awards to the participants. Partner only has the right to use the trademarked logo and associated benefits until this partnership agreement is legally tenable. Partner does not have the permission to transfer the right to use the UNAecc Logo or connected material to any other entity not agreed upon. UNAecc has the right to revoke permission for Partner to use the UNAecc logo and all the connected material upon ten days written notice in case any misuse is noticed/ reported.
(b) UNAccc will list **XERGY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED’s** event being undertaken for all the future events being undertaken on their website unaccc.org and unaccc.world under the Events page. All the related activities by **XERGY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED** including hosting of any online summit shall also bear UNAccc logo and will be hosted on our websites as agreed upon this date.

(c) **XERGY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED** will provide UNAccc digital presence on their web site www.skoolz.in along with a link to UNAccc webpages www.unaccc.org and www.unaccc.world till such time the partnership agreement is in vogue including hosting of events and online summit being undertaken by the UNAccc on reciprocal basis.

3. Partners will jointly disseminate information to their respective Social Media networks on the activities undertaken by them for all the future events from the date of signing this agreement.

4. **Disclaimer.**

UNAccc DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ARISING OUT OF COURSE OF CONDUCT OR TRADE CUSTOM OR USAGE IN THE UNAccc LOGO OR THE PARTNERS LOGO AS DECIDED UPON. IN NO EVENT WILL UNAccc OR THE PARTNER BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES OR EXPENSES ARISING IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR THE USE OF THEIR RESPECTIVE LOGO AND CONNECTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL OR THEME, FOR ALL FUTURE EVENTUALITIES AS ARISING, KNOWN OR UNKNOWN.

5. **Costs** Each party shall be responsible for its own costs associated with this Agreement and its obligations hereunder.

6. **Official Emblem, Material, Promotional activities and Logos**

Both Party shall use the name, emblem or trademarks of the other Party, its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or authorized agents, or any abbreviation thereof, in publications and documents produced by the Parties, with the express prior written approval of the other Party in each case; provided, however, that both the Partner’s have the right to use their respective Logos and connected material including promotional activities and translation thereof as agreed herein.

7. **Agreement**

7.1 This Agreement shall enter into effect on the date of signature of both the parties.

7.2 This Agreement is governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Govt of India and changes as happen/ ordered by Statutory bodies from time to time.

7.3 This Agreement may be amended only with the consent of both parties.
7.4 UNAcc’s relationship to **XERGY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED** during the time this Agreement is in effect shall be that of an independent contractor, and not as an employee or agent. Partner may not make any commitments or bind or purport to bind or represent UNAcc or any of its affiliates in any manner either as its agent or in any other capacity w/o prior consultation and agreement.

7.5 **XERGY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED** reserves its rights to terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice to UNAcc. In addition, UNAcc/ Partner may immediately terminate this Agreement as on basis if any material condition of this Agreement is violated or partners otherwise believes the termination is in their best interests, as determined appropriate.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the duly authorized representatives of the parties have executed this Agreement as of today’s date.

**UNAcc**

Dr. Rajat Sharma, Chairman

Signature

Date: **25 May 2022**

unacc.org & unacc.world; address- Shakuntal Apartment, A7, Dahej Bypass Rd, Bharuch, Gujarat 392001, INDIA, email – info@unacc.org

**XERGY BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED**

Srinivas T V, Founder & CEO

Signature

Date: **25th May 2022**

Website: www.skoolz.in, #633, 68th Cross, 1st Stage, Kumaraswamy Layout, J P Nagar, Bangalore, Bangalore, Karnataka 560078, email info@skoolz.in
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